
 
 

4 October 2019 
Hon Matthew Swinbourn MLC 
Legislative Council Committee Office 
18-32 Parliament Place 
West Perth, WA, 6005 
 
Dear Mr. Swinbourn, 
 
RE: Petition No. 128 – Dust emissions in Port Hedland 
 
Firstly, thank you for the opportunity to provide the below written submission in support of Petition no 
128; a petition in relation to the movement of the Legislative Compliance point for dust emissions in the 
West End of Port Hedland. 
 
My petition is intended to encourage the Legislative Council to recommend the movement of the 
compliance point in the West End from Taplin St to a more appropriate West End measuring stations closer 
to residents near Port operations; thus ensuring health and property rights of in the West End are covered 
by relevant and accurate monitoring. 
 
Put simply, dust levels are higher than they have ever been. Recognition of this by Government stems from 
the 2010 Dust Taskforce, the subsequent 2017 Inquiry and 2018 recommendations which included 
essentially further depopulating the area. Most recently, the Government announced a special “buy-back” 
scheme for West Hedland, set for implementation within six months, on the basis that the area is not fit for 
human habitation.   
 
In that 2017 Inquiry, many submissions were made outlining the scale of the problem, and the 
consequences of the resources sector’s behaviour in West Hedland. These are all publicly available and I 
encourage the Committee to research and review them. 
 
It is important to note that in the oldest available year (2013/14) of data from the Port Hedland Industries 
Council (PHIC) Richardson St recorded 50 days above the WHO & NEPM limit. In the most recent year 
(2017/2018) it recorded 143 days above the limit. A 286% increase in just 4 years. In that time export 
volumes increased 51%. At the other end of town, in 17/18 Taplin St recorded just 9 days above the limit, 
which is understandable given the distance from the Port. West of Taplin St, it seems, home to commerce, 
a once vibrant town centre, key accommodation, hospitality and hundreds of residences is deemed under 
the present regime as “not relevant”. From my correspondence and discussions with resources companies I 
can say that it is this compliance point which they often quote when confronted with concern about dust – 
“we are compliant at Taplin St.” 
 
Indeed, I believe it reasonable to suggest that the resources sector has done everything in its power to 
maintain Taplin St as the point of compliance.  The force of the sector is well represented when it is 
considered that the Hon Brendon Grylls had his political career ended through their political and 
campaigning force.  
  



 
 
Adjusting the legislative point of compliance is the first step towards making it safe to live or own property 
in the West End. You only need to look at the difference between property in Port and South Hedland to 
see the significant difference the Port is now making, given the port exported almost as much in 2017 as it 
did over five years from 1999 – 2003. Port users have been able to increase exports with limited additional 
regulations, and it is time the latter caught up. 
 
If the Premier, Minister for Environment & WA Government are going to continually ignore all the other 
monitoring stations, why do they exist?  Why is human health, which the Government has acknowledged as 
being in jeopardy, ignored? This is an objective opinion as it is thoroughly documented by PHIC – the 
mining industry’s own industry body. Can the Committee attempt to find another dust emissions 
monitoring station adjacent to residential property that exceeds the limits as much as 143 times in a year 
anywhere else in Australia? Even if you are content with the lack of health risks, shouldn’t there be a 
recognition of the property damage associated with these exceedances?  
 
Further, as one of several submissions by the Esplanade Hotel to the 2017 Inquiry (Riley 
Mathewson) details, with the introduction of new technology, it is possible to track dust from 
operations in the West End. DER Lidar images of dust pollution, as published by Fairfax’s WA 
Today (April 22, 2017) and Australian Mining Monthly (April 24, 2017), reveal crisis levels of West 
End emissions as clearly emanating from specific Port operating areas. Resource’s sector protests 
aside, Lidar is effective. 
 
Pushing new technologies to one side, Richardson St is a far more accurate location for the residents in the 
West End of Port Hedland. Would you test for noise at a music festival 3km from the nearest residence? It 
does not pass the “Pub Test” that testing at Taplin St is the compliance point. The point of compliance is to 
protect the community and should be reflected by the fairest & most reasonable monitoring station – 
which right now is Richardson St. Changing this regulation will barely affect operations of the world’s 
largest mining company. There are environmental, health and property standards that WA must maintain, 
and a large royalty check does not exclude the WA Government from meeting them.  
 
Can I ask the Committee to consider this; Port Hedland is just like Esperance & Geraldton so why don’t the 
same regulations apply?  
 
And to close; the Government’s Buy-Back scheme is an admission West Hedland is not a safe place to live. 
Let’s use accurate, relevant West End measurements when considering compliance and the community’s 
livelihood. 
 
 
 
Regards,  
 
 
Gary Wightman 

Gary.J.Wightman


